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PROCESS
Requestor: 
w Obtains purchasing request approval form from BRG Employee Resources Crossroads Page. 
w Completes all fields of the form, providing detailed product information and a thorough justification.  
w Sign* the form and route to appropriate supervisor(s) electronically. 
Supervisor: 
w Reviews the item, cost, and justification. 
w If approved, signs and electronically returns to the requestor*. 
Requestor: 
w Forwards approved request to BRG_Accounting@txdot.gov. 
Fiscal Services: 
w Reviews the request. 
w If questions, work with requestor/supervisor to resolve. 
w Determines if there is money in the budget. 
w If budget is an issue, work with the requestor to come up with alternative solution, such as purchasing a similar yet less expensive item, decrease the quantity, moving to next years budget, etc. 
w If budget is not an issue and the cost is less than $500, inform the requestor that the purchase can move forward. 
w If budget is not an issue and the cost is over $500, forward to the Deputy Director for approval via DocuSign. 
w If not approved by the Deputy Director, let the requestor know. 
w If all approvals have been received, add the estimated purchase amount to the  appropriate month Projected-Actual Expenditures spreadsheet. 
w Inform the requestor of the approval and indicate if Fiscal Services will be purchasing the item(s) or that they may move forward with purchasing on their Pcard. 
w Proceed to purchase item. 
* Form can be printed and signed, signed electronically, or signed and distributed via DocuSign.
Approved:
The signature below represents authority to move forward with Stage 2 Alternate Design Development by the Contractor.
Key personnel that should be considered for Stage 1 Concept Review: Area Engineer, District Director of Construction, District Bridge Engineer, Bridge Division Design Section Director, Engineer of Record. 
1.   Bridge Layout:
w  Created by:
w  Was the preliminary layout approved?
w  Changes performed by:
2.   Horizontal and verticle scales must be the same. Please indicate appropriate scale.
Half scale
Full scale
w  Have electronic copies of the bridge layout(s) and plan & profile sheet(s) been included.
3.   Overpass and underpass structures:
4.  Is design speed, ADT, terrain, and functional classification shown on layout?
5.  Stream Crossings:
w  Hydraulic data shown?
Drainage area size
Discharge design
High water design
Through-bridge velocity design
w  Basic (100 year) flood data shown?
High water elevation calculation
Discharge
Velocity
w  Hydraulics approved by Design Division?
If "No", submit a copy of the hydraulic report and scour analysis with layout.
6.  Geometric Data:
w  Is adequate vertical curve data including grades for the structure shown on layout?
w  Is adequate horizontal curve data for the structure including bearings into and out of curve shown on layout?
w  Is skew angle, bearing of centerline, bearing of bents and other plan geometry clearly indicated on layout?
w  Are stations for beginning and end of bridge and intersections of lower roadways and railroads given?
w  Is location of profile grade line and control station line clearly shown on plan view?
w  Are beginning and end of bridge elevations shown?
w  Is cross slope, crown or superelevation limits and transition type indicated sufficiently on layout?
w  Is vertical curve data, cross slope and superelevation for lower roadway(s) sufficient to calculate vertical
    clearances(s)?
w  Are utilities under structure located?
6.  Geometric Data:
District requests Bridge Division to create the Bridge Layout.  Has the correct geometric data been sent according to the Bridge Layout Production Standard Operating Procedures?
7.  Design Data:
w  Are countermeasures for corrosion necessary?
w  Were prefabricated construction elements considered for this structure?
       w  Do you want to use Cement Stabilized Abutment Backfill?
       w  If yes, do you want to use the CSAB bridge standard or district specific standard?
w  Is overlay required?
w  Is conduit required?
Is size, type and location of conduit shown on layout?
w  Are light brackets required?
If "Yes", have light standards been located on layout?
w  Are utilities to be carried across structure?
w  Will stage construction be required?
If "Yes", is staging shown on layout or typical sections?
w  Is traffic control criteria, including lane widths and temporary rail locations, clearly shown?
8.  Approach roadway information:
w  Is approach slab required?
If "Yes" is approach slab shown on layout?
w  Approach Roadway Type:
9.  Are boring logs plotted on layout?
(Prefer to show on layout where possible.)
If "no", then provide location.
10.  Bridge data:
w  Are existing bridge and existing foundations shown on layout?
w  Is this a new location structure:
If "no", place existing National Bridge Inventory number (NBI) on layout.
w  For widening or rehabilitation jobs: Has load rating and condition survey been completed?
If "Yes" enclose a copy.
w  For widening job: Will asphalt level-up course be used?
(Show appropriate thickness on transverse section.)
11.  Exhibit "A" for railroad underpasses and overpasses:
w  Are limits of RR right of way shown?
w  Are horizontal clearances from centerline of RR track to face of column for overpass shown in feet?
w  Crash walls (Req. for horizontal clearance 25 ft or less)?
(Clearances should be in dual units for metric projects.)
w  Is minimum calculated vertical clearance of overpass measured from top of rails shown?
w  Is the profile of the railroad track shown a distance of 1000 feet for RR overpasses, 
    and a distance of 1500 ft. for RR underpasses, before and after grade separation?
w  Is work to be performed by TxDOT clearly listed?
(RR does not differentiate between TxDOT and contractor forces.)
    Is work to be performed by railroad company clearly listed?
w  Is sequence of work clearly listed?
w  Is the number of trains/day and train speed listed?
w  Is the DOT number for existing grade separations shown?
w  Is distance to nearest RR mile marker and RR subdivision shown on new grade separation structures?
w  Are locations of fiber optic cables or other utilities shown - both buried and overhead?
w  Structures over RR - Is it shown that drainage will not fall on RR right of way?
w  Does the grade separation structure eliminate a highway-rail at-grade crossing with active warning signals?
w  Is protective fencing indicated to extend 25' from either side of centerline tracks, or to limits of RR right of way, whichever
    is less. If not shown, is justification for why it is not needed included?
w  Is RR track typical section included on layout?
w  Is presence/absence of billboards on RR right of way noted?
NOTE: For Union Pacific Railroad projects:  Is the Union Pacific checklist submitted with Exhibit A?
1. 
Provide Station Number and offset (and/or GPS coordinates) of TRF structure location(s) and types of structural support(s) for sign, luminaire or traffic signal.
Possible types of structures include: monotube sign structure (Cantilever); monotube sign structure (Span); overhead  truss type overhead sign bridge (OSB), truss type cantilever overhead sign support (COSS), balanced tee (COSS); roadway illumination support (RIP or HMIP); single mast arm traffic signal pole (SMA), dual mast arm traffic signal pole (DMA); custom designed overhead sign attachment to bridge; other.
 
Possible non-standard supported element(s): DMS; signs exceeding 10 ft. in depth; neighborhood friendly luminaires; LED luminaires; other
2.   Are soil borings available within 100 ft. of proposed structure foundation(s)?
Do soil borings include material that traffic structure foundation would go extend into? 
If YES, please forward soil borings and geotechnical report.
 
If NO, please explain:
3.  Is there TRF Structure Elevation(s), Layout sheets developed or other plans that are associated with the proposed structure(s)? 
4.  Please provide any other comments that may be helpful to the designer:
5.  Please describe any unique circumstances that need to be considered.
1.  Who is the engineer of record for the structure(s)?  Name: 
2.  Please provide the type of review that is requested:
Possible types of reviews include: structural design review of TRF structure(s); PS&E review for TRF structure(s); damage assessment; capacity assessment for supporting DMS(s) or sign(s) exceeding 10 ft standard design depth; other
NOTE: For Union Pacific Railroad projects:  Is the Union Pacific checklist submitted with Exhibit A?
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